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Luis and the She-Vnlture
• William

Cortlandt Sayres

DON LUIS wasThe Colombian
sitting

under a

have heard about the she-vulture?"
Gregorio was tall and pencil-like,
with hairless face and whiskered

thinking.

tree,

sun of morning missed his toes
by three inches. "The shade of a
good tree, Don Luis told himself

head. That is, his face was like a
soaked and peeled potato, while his
head bristled with a black stubby
growth. Don Luis looked nothing
like him. Don Luis was the only fat
man of the pueblo Moro. Don Luis
had thick inky hair and a thicker
mustache that continually collected
the sweat that rolled down from his
cheeks and nose. Yet both men were
handsome in a way of their own, a
way which nobody tried to explain
logically. Don Luis's wife had died
some years ago, leaving nine daughters, and Gregorio's wife had died
shortly afterward, leaving four sons.
And Don Luis and Gregorio had
been consoling each other from that
time on with frequent and joint
doses of aguardiente and guarapo

'

idly, "is all

and

I

have

left."

He

groaned

go to sleep, to forget
this terrible thing that had happened
to him.
vuhure circled slowly over the
pueblo. Don Luis w^atched it sadly.
"She too is a vulture," he mumbled.
"She is a vulture, and she cannot
wait for her victim to die." He
groaned again. In fact, he had been
groaning all morning.
did this thing have to happen to him, a poor fat man?
did this she-vulture decide to set
her talons for such a one as himself? He could not understand it.
tried to

A

Why

Why

W^ho was

this

woman, anyway? He

put together what he knew
about her. It was not much. She
had come to his pueblo some six
months ago, an underfed and hungry female of at least forty years. It
tried to

was

beer.

Luis," Gregorio sighed,
the grass next to
him, "I have heard about the shevulture, and about the animal she

said that she had outlived three
in other places. Don Luis

husbands

is

shuddered. To live with a witch
like that w^ould kill any man! And
a witch had no right to hunt a man
down like a vulture. He was sure
that her eyes were beady; certainly
they were always red.
His friend Gregorio came shuffling
up to his tree. Don Luis looked

up

Don

"Yes,

down on

settling

hunting."
have never been so unhappy

"I

before."

A

why are you still sober?
in your position usually looks

"But

man

for the fog that

"That
moaned,
great

what

gratefully.

"My

old friend Gregorio," he said
"it is time enough that
you joined me in my misery. You

freely.

"I

am

thirst

would

nothing, feel
1

afraid to

that

I

quench the

have.

happen

if

I
I

know
drank

would
would know
nothing. But I would

Pitcher after pitcher

be emptied.

reverently,

guarapo brings."
Don Luis
it,"

just

is

Soon

I
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then be

up

Iielpless.

And I would wake

drinking alone, Gregorio.

home

of this she-vulture.

have many good fellows with us.
One of them will have the key. I will
not be told which one. While they
are sober, they will not let me have

in the

would happen.
drunk things happen to him that he cannot prevent.
I
cannot protect myself when my
head is spinning heavily. So I must
sit here hke this, hour after hour,
I

know

When

a

that

this

man

is

drying out in the sun, afraid to
touch the blessed guarapo."
"But you will soon shrivel a-way
to nothing! No man can live on
food alone.
"I know," Don Luis mourned,
"but there is nothing else to do. I
have not been warm inside for three
days and nights, and I hiccup only
from memory."
"But this is unthinkable I" Greg"We will
orio shook his head.
drink together, you and I, and I
will protect you from this wom.an.
"No, Gregorio, it would not work.
I have thought of that. If we drink
together, you would soon have a
'

fog of your

own, and you would

know nothing
pen

to

me.

of

And

what \vouId hapif

I

drink alone

while you remain sober to watch
over me, you \vould be as I ami now.
"There is the breath of truth in

mumbled

Gregorio.

"But there must be a way

to protect

what you

say,

'

you.'

The two men were

silent,

trying

to think.

At

last

Gregorio

"What

cleared

his

you \vere locked
." he mused.
in
Don Luis wheezed gratefully. "I
think you have the answer, my

throat.
.

if

.

W^e can hold a little fiesta
under a roof and within walls. The
doors will be locked and nobody
will leave until morning."
"W^ho will keep the key?" Gregorio asked doubtfully.
will not be
"That is easy.
friend.

We

the key.

W^hen

W^e

will

they are drunk, they

remember who has the key.
drunk or sober, I do not think

will not

And
my curiosity

about the key will be

very great.

Don

Luis

felt

been created.

as

The

if

he had

just

looking- forward
Luis's daughter

had married Don
dry lips in happy agony.

To-

his

night!

He and

rounded up
There was Pepi, \vho
had married Don Luis' daughter
Pepi and Don Luis had
Luisa.
downed many a pitcher of guarapo
beer together. There was Ignacio
Gregorio

their friends.

the bartender,
drink, ladle

who would

and

drink.

ladle

and

There was

Samuel the barber, who turned out
masterpieces with his scissors while
drunk. There was Jose, the caretaker of the pubhc cemetery, who
had a gift for the telhng of ghost

And there ^vas Secundino
the curer, who was just getting over
a bad case of whooping cough.
Toward evening the friends drifted
into Samuel's little adobe house.
stories.

Samuel was a bachelor, and he
loved to talk about it. His home
contained two rooms, which he
called the bed room (the small one)
and the drinking room. No one
knew when Samuel took his meals.

The men would come

in

now and

then for one of Samuel's haircuts,
but no one came to Samuel for
a shave.
Ignacio made several trips be-

tween

his

own back

yard,

where

kegs of guarapo beer were buried,
and Samuel's drinking room. Ignacio's back yard was a mass of holes:

Don

Luis and the She- Vulture

Ke would bury Kis kegs at night,
watching. His
back yard was qleared on three
sides; there was not a single bush
left behind which an observer could

when nobody was

hide. Only Ignacio knew where the
kegs were buried. Many a hole had
been dug during Ignacio's infrequent
trips to the city, but nobody had
ever located a keg.
Don Luis sat on a nttle stool in
the corner of Samuel's drinking
room, rubbing his hands. He loved
for a
to watch the preparations
guarapo fiesta. He loved the sound
of kegs being rolled across the floor.

And

ing could go wrong now. He could
watch the glass go round the table,
watch the pitcher go round the
table,
for

waiting his turn, hungering

the foam, feeling w^arm inside.

Good men were
was

to

have

How

here.

such

lucky he

friends!

That

Jose who nov/ had the pitcher, what
a true heart he had; look at him
drink, thirsty like himself; perhaps
Jose had the key; then it was Jose
who was protecting him, good old
Jose. Don Luis felt his heart swell,
right along with his head.
In an hour or two there were no
longer men sitting at the table. One

dreams would often be
with the memory of another
blissful sound:
the bung' of cork
after cork being eased from its keg.
Even the thought of the she-vulture
could not frighten him now.
Now they were ready. The friends

was slumped here, one was slumped
there. The room was ringing quietly.
Don Luis was propped against a
Keg, sputtering softly.
He knew
dimly that it had been a good fiesta.
He opened his mouth slowly, let
the air in. What a fool he had

on stools and chairs and crates
around a rickety wooden table. On

To be afraid of a woman
ridiculous! His friends must
think him a helpless hombre. Here
he was, locked in like a baby! As
if he could not take care of himself!
It was true that there had been some

his

filled

sat

the table
filled to

was a cracked glass pitcher
the brim with gently foamThere was only
Samuel would empty it

ing guarapo beer.

one

glass.

a

gulp,

pitcher,

fill

it

and pass

anxious

deny that

friends had arranged that among
themselves. Don Luis felt very secure. After all, why should he be
afraid of any woman? He was a

man whom

life

moments

again

it

from the
hospitably to
Don Luis. Around and around the
table went the glass. Soon the men
would be passing the pitcher itself
around: when a mian cannot fill a
glass from a pitcher without sloshing
valuable beer on the ground, there
is no sense in trying; and after ten
round trips of the glass there would
be no one with a hand steady
enough to pour.
Don Luis vv^ondered idly who had
the key to Samuel's house. The
at

been!

was

had

blessed.

Noth-

'-'

but

»--

he would not
he had com-

now

Dry a
and you dry away his

plete confidence in himself.

man

out

confidence.

A

crops, cannot

man's soul, like his
grow without liquid.

And

the liquid that was best for a
man's soul had foam and bubbles.
Don Luis burped softly.
And Don Luis began to feel like
a man of action. Why should he
lie here like one asleep, like the
others? He was capable of anything
now. He could even set the she-

vulture straight. He could tell her
to leave him alone, that he had no
use for preying women. Don Luis
pictured himself snapping his fingers
in the she-vulture's face. He im-
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"Come in, my handsome

agined Kow Ke would tell Kis friends
about it later; tkey would all be
proud of him and flock to buy him

purred.

aguardiente.

ness.

But he could not prove himself
Carajol He must

w^hile a prisoner!

get out of this place.

Don
floor,

Luis

which

crawled across
was nothing

the

but

stamped-do\vn earth. Carambal the
ground was cold! Don Luis went
through the pockets of all of his

He

men;
they could not hold their hquor the
w^ay a fat man could. But where
friends.

was

felt sorry for

that key? Surely

it

one of
did not seem

these

was nesthng

in the pockets of

his friends!

But

to be.

no,

it

Don

Luis scratched his head: ahhhhh,
felt good, scratch some more -—
but come now hombre, there is
work to do! The key must be somewhere. Look at Ignacio, the only
one whose feet are not cold from
the ground. How softly he sleeps.
that

But

of course! Ignacio's shoes!

Don

and
pulled
and tugged
Luis
wrenched. Not in the left shoe.
More wrenching. Ah here it is, the
key to freedom, the key to the proving of a man.
Don Luis stumbled out into the
night air. Ah that cool breeze! Don
Luis sniffed sentimentally. Now to
the she-vulture! Where did she
live? Oh yes, the left comer of the
plaza. Griselda the she-vulture. She
was nothing to him. She would be
like a sparrow in an hour.
Don Luis knocked on the door of
the tile-roofed hut. He puffed a few
times, to get rid of the weariness
that was moving in on him. Griselda
opened the door, a long lean apparition dressed in a one-piece table
cloth. Her nose hung over her thin
mouth, her red eyes took on light
from the low-hanging moon.

one," she

Don

Luis felt a twinge of uneasiPerhaps he had been too
hasty in coming here alone like this.
But no! The guarapo beer would
see him through! Besides, he noticed
with some surprise that Griselda
did not look as hideous as usual.
Her nose was merely long; it was
not really bent. Don Luis stepped
into the

one-room hut.

Griselda rubbed her hands. "How
nice of you to pay a visit," she
cooed, pulling over a chair for

Don Luis.
Don Luis
it

tried to

was he had

to

remember what
But every

say.

time he looked at Griselda his
thoughts disintegrated. He sat down
heavily in the chair and gaped at
Griselda.
"It is such a romantic night,"
Griselda cackled. "Especially for a
bachelor who has spent so many
nights alone." Her red eyes were
fixed hungrily on Don Luis.
Don Luis felt lost. What was
this
woman saying? Something
about spending nights alone. Yes, it
was true. He had been alone a lot
lately.

His

heart

pounded

tenta-

tively.

"I have always said that you
w^ould come to me sooner or later,
Griselda purred on.
Don Luis tried to focus his eyes
so that Griselda would stop shimmering in front of him. It was no
use. Griselda was a phantom, with

smoky features. What was it he
had called her? He could not
remember. This woman in front of
him seemed quite good-looking, insofar as he could see her.
"What was it you wanted, my
Griselda's voice drifted
fat one?"
slowly into

Don Luis's ears, a strange

Don

Luis and the She-Vulture

pleasant sound, he thought.
hke the sound of gas seeping
irregularly from
a loosely-corkea
keg. Don Luis felt the stirrings of
romance within him. How long he
had been without a woman in his
arms! And here, in the same room
with him, was a woman. Carajol
Don Luis staggered to his feet,
and lurched toward the phantom.
Griselda, who had been thinking
in terms of preventing Don Luis
flight,
was completely unprepared
She backed out
for his offensive.
of her chair, but she was not quick
enough. Don Luis scooped her up

with

He hugged

but

ear

Much

her tighter.
Griselda felt her thin bones shudder. She could not stand much more

his

finger.

in his

of this. Her body would ache for
a week after tonight. She dug her
knuckles into Don Luis's neck, pressing his head back and away from
hers. "Get out, get out, she panted,
choking on the thick smell of
guarapo.
Don Luis stopped. W^hat was
this woman saying? She was spurning himi W^hat a sadness. "But
why do you speak to me this way?
he implored. "Are we not lovers?
"No, no, get out." Griselda sput-

his chair.

tered out her

arms and sprawled back on
He held her on his lap,
and began to paw her hair. And at
last he had found words.
"How beautiful you are, my little
pencil." he breathed at her. "How
very lovely."
Griselda choked on the heavy
cloud of stale guarapo that engulfed
her.

"What you

say

is

true,"

Don

Luis continued. "I have been too
long alone." He smacked his nps.
Griselda felt a touch of panic.
She was the trapper, and not the
trapped:
what nerve this fat oaf
had!
But Don Luis went happily on,
"We must waste no time," he mumbled,

fiercely

massaging Griselda's

"Each night we must embrace
hke this." He planted a huge wet
kiss on Griselda's long nose.
Griselda groaned. Her head felt
wobbly under Don Luis's grip. She
neck.

w^iped her nose with her sleeve, trying to rid it of Don Luis's drool.
This man was insufferable!

come again tomorrow
and the night after. Every
night I will come here to you." Don
"I

will

night,

Luis shouted.

He

tickled Griselda's

"

'

words like popcorn.
Luis stumbled to his feet,
dropping Griselda on the floor. How
could he hope to understand women? Still, he v^^as a gentleman,
and he would not press his attentions if they were so obviously

Don

unwelcome.
Griselda lay on the floor, moaning gently. She felt completely disabled. What had got into the man?
She was no desirable wench, no
man had ever treated her like this.
She was the pursuer; it was terrible
to be pursued by an amorous cloud
of guarapo. She must set her traps
for a more reluctant, a more impersonal victim. "You pig of lard! she
'

spat at him.

Don

Luis slunk out into the night
Alas! he had lost his sweetheart. He felt very tired, very sad.
He lay down under a tree, stretched
and hiccupped. The night was very
again.

warm, and he went to sleep.
* * *
In the morning Don Luis awoke
He had the
in a fearful sweat.
feeling that disaster had struck on
the previous night. Painfully the
reconstruction began. First this hap-
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pened '— oh, terriblell '— then tKat
happened '-- no! nol. Step by step
he relived last night. When he

then of complete satisfaction moved
over his features. He sighed grate-

reached the final outcome, a look
oi Dewilderment, then of rehef, and

free

and went to sleep again, a
and happy man, with a heart
once more at peace.
fully

The Rain
Brother D. Adelbert, F.S.C.
shall tell you ho'w the rain falls
In the deltas, in the jungles
Of my heart, my children.

I

O

The

chill rain of

A flint knife

morning,

shearing

The mangled fingers
Of my childhood, my

children.

The warm rain of noon.
The leopard breathing
In his siege by the grotto
Of my fear,
my children.

O

The

cool rain of evening.

Flamingos floating

On

the river waters
longing, my children.

Of my
This word
This word
This word

And

your mind.
your heart.
for your children

is

for

is

for

is

their children.

My people —
How the rain

falls.

The Embarkation
• John

BEAUTIFUL,
fulJ

thought

Frederick Carspecker

beautiful, heauti-

Iphigenia,

and

wonaerea what she had been
thinking of. That was her way
the clear awareness, then a leisurely
exploring of the dark cavern. She
lay in bed looking at the ceihngbeams, stained blood-red and stud-

^

ded w^ith large bronze bosses, and
wondered w^hy everything was so
lovely.
The level sun shone fair
through a wall-opening high above
her bed, but the wind that found

ways through the wall was damp
and cold.
This room w^as nke all rooms, at
least

hke

all

quarters, small

rooms

in

vs^omen's
bare,

and high and

but Iphigenia sorted the differences
^vas not in her own
house, because at Mycenae the wind
was dry and dusty. She was not
worried that she could not remember
where she was. Instead she lay
curled up and let herself feel the
happiness of rocking slow^Iy to the
surface of a deep billow of sleep.
Soon she began to hear sounds,
anns rattling in the corridor beyond
the swaying red curtain, bare feet
slapping on stone floors, loud-giggling servant girls in some kitchen
court; and when a yellow chicken
exploded into the room, napped
across the bed, and balanced itself
uncertainly atop a square chest in
one corner, where a gabbling, toothless old w^oman caught it and bore
it angrily away, wringing its neck
as she went through the red curtain,
then she was awake and began fit-

and knew she

ting the pieces

one at a
Mycenae: that
was obvious. The walls were as
thick but not nearly as smooth nor
time.

together,

She was not

at

as cleverly laid up. Besides, there
that curtain to shut off
the bedroom, instead of a nice solid

was only

door with metal ornaments fastened
onto it; and the furniture w^as roughhew^n, inferior in every way to what
they had at home. And there were
the children. Or rather, the children
were not there, and that was strange.
Where were they? In a flash Iphigenia knew v^^here she was and
^vhat she was doing there.
She
was at Aulis, and this was her
wedding day.
Of course the children vi'ere at
home, and that w^as why she had
slept so luxuriously these six nights
at Aulis, without Orestes's nightmares howling in the dark. Now
she vi^ould always have a room of
her own and a bed of her own.
She arched her back and stretched
among the pillows and thick rugs
until her fingers touched the damp
stone above her head. Her husband
might be a bother the first few
nights,
but eventually the fleet
would sail and take him along, and
then she vi'ould be alone, queen in
her ow^n palace. He Avould certainly
be gone for years and years, and if
he was as bold and brave as people
said, he might not come back at
all.
She blushed penitently. After
all,
she did not wish him harm.

They

said

handsomest

he

was

man

pleasant,

alive

except

the
for
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8

tKat foreigner w^Ko had visited her
uncle's house at Sparta, and perhaps he "would he as kind as he was
handsome. What was his name?

People generally referred to him as
the son of someone, not by his own
name. Oh yes. Achilles, Peleus's
son. They said he was a splendid
match.
There was a sound or sandals,

and a

slave held aside the curtain
Clytemnestra. Bowing her head
shghtly to avoid the low hntel, she
entered, and Iphigenia sat straight
in bed in awed pleasure, for Clytemtnestra outshone beauty as other
beautiful women surpass ugnness.
Iphigenia thought her the lovehest
woman in the world. Fairer than
Helen? They were very ahke, she
thought, and men seemed to prefer
Helen, but that was because she
w^as smaller and softer than her
half-sister, something a man could
dominate and possess. Clytemnestra
for

beyond possession, Olympian
mountain visible west

w^as

as the snovs^
of Aulis.

"Not up yet? her mother said,
her voice so low and rich that the
"

full of it. "Well, sleep
you may. You will have your
share of worry and pain later on."
Clytemnestra sat on the low bed
and put her arm about Iphigenia's
thin shoulders and drew her close
against the smooth v/arm flesh of

walls were
w^hile

fragrant with spice
as her sudden

shoulder,

her

and

aloes.

And

always

Iphigenia
her encompassing
tenderness brought a gentle sadness.
It was wrong that so womanly a
woman must act the master of the
palace and rule all Argos. And it

beauty
into

delight,

startled

so

w^as v^Tong, too, that she, daughter
of such a mother, must leave her.
to

submit

to

a strange husband, to

be ruled by strange servants in a
strange house.
W^ill I ever see you after I am
married?" she asked, drawing away
to look into
Clytemnestra's dark
eyes that were so friendly and
so secret.

Clytemnestra smiled.

"You

will

have other things to think of then.
But I shall stay at Aulis until the
army sails. That may be weeks or
months. After that, it must be as
the gods will. Perhaps when your
first child is born."
She lingered
a lock of Iphigenia's hair, as fine as

as heavy and long, but still
bright copper instead of polished
bronze, and hanging below^ her waist
instead of coiled intricately into a
crown high on her head. 'Tomorhers,

row we must bind up your

You

hair.

be a woman then, not my
girl.
She sighed and looked

will

little

av/ay,

"

curling the lock of hair

still

about her finger. Abruptly she rose
and arranged her robe so that it
fell in even folds, from shoulder to
waist, from waist to sandal. "Time

One

to get up.

of the girls will get

you something to eat. But remember, you must be ready Avhen the
And she lowered her
sun is high.
head to go through the door.
"

As Iphigenia dressed, she thought
again of life without her mother,
and was sad. But she was hungry,
too, and the room felt dark and cold
now that Clytemnestra was gone.
Outside in the women's court a
deferential servant girl filled a handsome black bowl with porridge,
poured honey on it, and gave her a
cup of goat's milk, and she climbed
to

the

flat

roof of the quarters

to

This was the highest part of
the citadel, and she could see everyeat.

thing.

To

the west, tree-covered hills

and rough mountains, misty and

The Embarkation
until
the sun burned
through the layers of fog. Southward, the narrow, dusty road to
Argos, through wild forests and
sheer chrfs and dangerous defiles,
the road she and Clytemnestra and
a dozen old men had traveled boldly
and without incident, for the young
men w^ere all at Auhs with the
army. And before her, the host,
marshalled by cities and captains,
tent after tent, stretching away from
citadel wall to the beach, a mile or
more. Then the hnes of black ships

uncertain

drawn up

side by side just clear of
the water, as far as she could see,
north and south. And then the sea,
grey and green and blue until it

Why

faded into a colorless glare.
did the singers aWays call it winedark? The sea was its own color,
neither light nor dark nor like anything else, not at all hke the reddishpurple of wine. But that was the
way of singers, always devising.
Looking into the wind, she saAV
insect-figures of men in little groups
about torn streamers of campfire
smoke and could ahnost believe she
smelled messes bubbling in caldrons.
It would be gruel this morning, but
later there would be meat. At home
they seldom had meat, unless you
counted chicken, and never enough
to go around, for the sacrifices were
only an ox or a few sheep, and
once they had been divided among
the whole palace staff, women had
to be content with drippings or a
poor little sliver of flesh; but down
the camp there w^ere sacrifices
every day, sometimes a hundred
victims at a time, and her father
always sent up the choicest bits for
her. She liked her meat well-done,
neither burnt nor quite ravv^.
Thinking of dinner and hearing
children's voices somewhere in the
at

court
sisters

really

below reminded her of her
and her brother. Would she
miss them if she never saw

them again? Chrysothemis,

yes.

A

gentle little girl of twelve with
pale hair and devoted eyes, a good
child, patient and mannerly, anxious
frail,

to please everyone.
little

Orestes well.

fault that

from the
for

his

he was
fever,

And
It

sickly

that he

age and

she wished

was not

had

his

and bald

was small
scaly

skin.

Even Clytemnestra, who loved him
best after Iphigenia, was impatient
with his slow^ w^ays and angry v^hen
he cried

for

hours after each of his
he vi^ould have a

father's beatings;

hard time among the servants, who
loved no one, nothing but their own
bellies. But not Electra! She would
never miss that horrid child '— if she
WAS a child. That grotesque caricature of her mother's beauty, with
her father's irritability, humorless
and selfish and cruel. At the banquet following a sacrifice she always
had her share and more, and Iphigenia could see her still, crouching
in a corner, gnawdng like a wild
dog on some bloody bone, her dress,
even her hair, greasy with fat. Or
stealing Clytemnestra's coronet and
hiding it in Chrysothemis's chest
and then telling her father where
it was, or pinching little Orestes s
thin legs until he screamed just before guests arrived, so that Clytemnestra would have to punish him,
or dressing herself in her mother s
finest gown, the lavender one with
little silver swans, and then snarling
to

her

was

lying.

father

that

Clytemnestra

And he had half-believed

her,

because he loved Electra best.

It

would be almost worth leaving

her mother not to see Electra again.
was a comforting thought; but
the ever-blowing sea wind had
It
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and sKe went down to
tKe courtyard.
She
returned bowl and cup to the girl
who had given it to her and sat
down on an upturned ^vooden tub
near an old woman kneading dough
beside the open hearth.
Does the wind always blow liKe

"I

cliilled Ker,

tne

shelter

of

'

she aslced ix)litely, to malce
conversation.
The old woman, whose face and
hair were %vhite \VTth Hour, continued beating the dough ^vith her
strong red hands but malevolently
watched Iphigenia with quick, sidewise glances.
"No, mistress." There was a long
pause. "Other years it is summer
by no^v. Plot all day and a lovely
cool air from the mountains at night.
But nothing is right since the army
came to Aulis."
'I
am sure it is not the army's
doing," said Iphigenia ^vith dignity.
"It is my father's army, you know^.
He commands all the other captains. These things are as the gods

my

fearing as he is. You should know,
eating your share of his sacrifices
day after day. It's just some silly

and you ought not repeat it
me, especially on my wedding
day. It might bring bad luck."
story,

to

this?"

"

will tnem.

As you say, it is
But the wind did
start blowing from Troy that very
morning the iieet "was ready to sail.
It has been blowing ever since, day
and night, and they say there's some
the

Yes, mistress.
gods' will.

sickness

down

there

in the

some dreadful plague that

camp,

kills

only

"

common soldiers.
The young girl

w^ho had given
her breakfast had come
and crouched between them.
They say it is Artemis, she
interjected in a thin whine. "They
say Lord Agamemnon went hunting in her own grove and shot her
pet stag, and now she won't forgive
him and let him go to Troy unless
he wins her over with some great
sacrifice. That's what they say.
Iphigenia

'

"

haven't heard of it, and he's
There's no one as god-

father.

Yes,

mistress,"

and the young

woman went away and
\voman began
for

to

the

old

shape her loaves

baking. Iphigenia sat a

moment

longer, but even the sheltered court-

yard was cold, and seeing three of
the Avomen assigned to her gossiping in a dark comer, she summoned
them to foIIo\v her to the bathing
chamber.
It was chilly sitting there on the
sloping stone floor, and the water
the women splashed on her w^as not
as warm as she would have had it.

Still,

it

was

better than being out

of doors or in the

bedchamber.

.

.

.

Of

course her father was pious. Pictures of him, temples bound in
fillets
of cloth or sprigged with
leaves, plunging the sacrificial knife
into the throat of a black ram or
an ox with gilded horns, flickered
across her mind and made her smile.
It was hard not to smile, however
many great captains he might command and lead to Troy. Perhaps it
was his legs, so short that he
dropped his majesty when he stood
up, especially if royal Clytemnestra
was beside him. And his crinkly,
sandy hair, his round features, the
little eyes that saw things without
looking at them.
No, she would not miss her father
as much as he would miss her. And

he would have Electra, who,

and

tall

awlcvvard as she w^as, still
played she was his baby and sat
on his lap and touched his face
with dirty fingers. Even when she
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Clytemnestra dressing him
this mistake or that —'
and he made mistakes constantly
•—• and relt sorry for him, to have a
wire so plainly superior, she did
not love him; no, even then she
despised his weakness and incompetence, disguised as wise counsel
by a loud voice and ruthless brutality to slaves and debtors. No, she
would not miss Agamemnon; but

heard

down

for

the servants had told her was
not true.
Clytemnestra's voice from the
court hurried her, hair-dried, to her

what

now

w^ore

the

silver

to dress," she said.

"You

bedchamber. Her mother
lavender robe
swans.

the

"Time

with

must be ready when the captains
come to escort you to the camp. I
wish this wedding could have been
celebrated properly, at our house,
where the servants know what
they're about. There's no order here,
none at all, with no lady or the
house and the master busthng about
the camp all day hke a huckster.
With her own hands she began to
rub Iphigenia's shoulders with clear,
"I ask for some little
sw^eet oil.
thing, and they go their way as if
they were deaf. I'll warrant a good
whipping would bring them around.
Remember, when you are mistress
or your house, have no nonsense.
Insist, at the first, on better than
you need. Then there'll be no slackWhy, these wretches laugh
ing.
and gossip as if it w^ere their
master's funeral."
"They do talk a great deal, said
Iphigenia, holding out her arms for
the oil. "They say such disrespectful
things about people. Even about

11

gossip. W^anting his war and then
not able to get even his friends to
join him, except by trickery; and
now he stays here on one pretext
or another, as if he were afraid of
those foreigners.
"

But why

he always do%vn at
have seen him only
two times, and then he was so
strange, getting his words all twisted,
and stammering the way Uncle
Menelaus used to when Aunt Helen
said things he didn't understand.
Clytemnestra laughed again, very
good-humoredly. "He is so busy
being General Agamemnon that he
can't put his mind to family matters.
Always conferring with his
staff
with that foolish
else
or
the

camp?

"

fortune-teller,

"

father.

it

Clytemnestra laughed. "He makes
easy for people to laugh and

pulling

a

long

face

and pretending he understands. As
if

fortune were in

Jiis

hands!

I

am

glad I shall not have to see himi on
the battlefield. Personally, I half
believe our Argive hopes rest on
your husband, just from his looks.

Agamemnon and Menelaus

"

"

is

I

or a kind,

and even

if I

are

two

believed old

boastings about his viche is too old for war now.
Odysseus, he will no doubt

Nestor's
tories,

As

for

himself to the highest bidder,
as a matter of principle, and Ajax
can't think for all that muscle. He
sell

makes best sense mumbling

Now

to

his

go^vn."
Clytemnestra hurried out, leaving
Iphigenia holding a rough white
horses.

.

.

.

for the

towel about her, and returned vv'ithin
the minute, followed by two av/estruck maid-servants bearing over
their arms the wedding robe, and
a third with a silver jev^^el chest.
The cloth was saffron, so thin that
it floated cloud-like, airily, trying to
escape the arms that pretended to
support it. Silently, her eyes wide
with delight, Iphigenia let herself be
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An

dressed.
amber trooch at each
snoulaer, a golaen belt, and it was

Tnen, kneeling before ber

done.

to

golden sandals and arrange tbe folds, Clytemnestra said,
"Tbis was Helen's, tbe robe sbe
fasten the

wore wben sbe was wed to Menelaus, and tbey say sbe wore it only
once after tbat day, tbe day wben
Paris came to Sparta. See,
and
"

sbe beld out tbe bem for Ipbigenia
to see tbe lavender-and-'wbite crocuses embroidered on a web of
golden tbreads, "tbese are for tbe
springtime, tbe springtime of happiness.
Sbe smiled reminiscently
and rose to ber feet. "May you bave
a longer springtime tban Helen bad.
Ipbigenia felt a\vkward and embarrassed in tbe presence of ber
mother's unfamibar sentimentabty.
Sbe turned half away, and the robe
s-wirled about ber. "She should bave
"

"

waited

for Paris,

I

think.

.

Do

.

.

you think Achilles is as handsome
as Paris? I hope so.
"Not as handsome, perhaps. Certainly not as pretty. Tbat Paris!
All silks and perfumes and curled
bke a woman. It wasn't tbat Helen
But you
loved him so much.
know how^ dull your uncle is. Well,
it was a poor exchange after all.
Achilles is strong and manly and
honorable. I think he will make
you happy.
"

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

Thoughtfully sbe selected pieces
from tbe jewel chest, a triple necklace of great amethysts and another
of curiously-wrought gold links, and
bracelets

and

armlets,

some

narrov^^,

with precious stones, others
set
broad and engraved \vith stories of
tbe Tyndarids; last of all she took
from ber own arm a w^ide band
a
cunningly chased with swans

—

wedding
tened

it

gift

from Leda

above Ipbigenia's

— and
left

fas-

elbow.

Then

combed out

she

the fine, bright
ber knees and
set upon ber bead a coronet of gold

hair until
filigree,

take

it

"You will bave to
and put on tbe

saying,

tbis

to

fell

off

'

wedding crown.
Sbe stepped back to look at Ipbigenia, agleam in tbe single ray of
sunlight
wall,

that

penetrated

yet

and smiled

tbe

to see tbe radiance.

But the

light passed, and a clendbing pain brought tears to Clytemnestra s eyes.
She put ber arms
about ber daughter and kissed her
tenderly on each cheek.
"You seem so young," sbe said,
so unprepared, and marriage is as
treacherous as "war. I should never

bave

Agamemnon make

let

such a

Then, seeing tbe startled
fearful face, sbe smiled and kissed
ber again. "But it is a great honor.
promise.

Tbey

"

Achilles would not go
army unless he was promised your band. Well, he won't
regret it. He w^ill think you are
lovelier tban Helen ever w^as.
Tbe old w^oman announced the
captains' arrival, and, led by Clytemnestra's band and attended by a
maid carrying a reddish-purple wool
say

v/itb tbe

"

cloak

adorned

quarters,

tbe lions of
tbe women's
and unwilling,

"with

Argos, Ipbigenia
willing

left

aware and unaw^are; passed through
tbe smoky shadows of the great ball,
and came out into tbe bright cold
sun of tbe main court, where sbe

saw tbe

escort awaiting ber:

common

soldiers,

forty

Agamemnon,

six

captains, a featureless group stand-

ing about tbe household altar-table,

where Clytemnestra' s morning incense-offering still smoked among
the ashes. They wore plumed battle
helmets and short tunics or linen
kilts,
and tbe captains, gathered
about Agamemnon, were arguing
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in

low

voices.

They were suddenly

Clytemnestra, and
silently acknowledged her graceful
silent,

seeing

gesture of greeting.

"Gentlemen, you do

my

daughter

great honor," and her voice flooded
the silent court. "No greater honor
than her lineage and your loyalty

merit."

Secret looks, a hint of laughter
the soldiers. Iphigenia saw
her father look around uncertainly
and take a short step toward his
wife, the nodding crest purphng his
vague pink face unhealthily.
moment he stood before her, his
fingers nervously plucking at the
folds of his tunic, as if to rearrange
them. Then, glancing uneasily at
Clytemnestra, he spoke to Iphigenia,
and his voice vs^as hasty and

among

A

stumming.
"Dear child, that is a pretty dress,
very pretty, but unsuitable for the
day. Be a good girl and hurry and
change it. Something white and simple. Hurry now. Run and change.'
Hardly understanding her father's
words, yet recognizing his displeasure, Iphigenia raised her arms to
cover her breast, as if trying to conceal the lovely gown that had somehow turned ugly and shameful, and
stepped back into the shadov^^ of
portico.
the
But Clytemnestra's
imperious voice, w^ell used to command, stopped her as she backed
in blind confusion through the door.
"No. No, Agamemnon, no! Wait,
She
Iphigenia. / have not spoken.
strode forward to face her husband.
" Unsuitable' you say! How unsuitable'? That w^as Helen's gown,
the govk'n she wore when she married your brother. Have you forgot?
Menelaus remembers, I see. Was it
unsuitable' then? Does he regret
that marriage?
else have you
"

Why
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gathered this army to take her back?
perhaps you are looking for an
excuse to abandon the venture.
Well, abandon it then. Let Helen
stay with her lover. Had you consulted me before you so slyly committed yourself to this foohsh expedition, I would have dissuaded you.
But you kept talking about honor.
You thought yourself so clever to
devise a means of attacking those
oriental custom-collectors who swallow up the profits from your fleet.
My fleet, I should say, since it was
my do\vry that built it.
"No, the gown is not unsuitable.
It's only a pretext, a way to insult

Or

me and my

family.
Me, Clytemdaughter of Leda and Tyndareusl What are you without me?
"And where is Achilles? Is he too
frail to claim his bride? Or has he
changed his mind this morning, perhaps with an eye on one of those
Is it Chryseis?
girls dow^n there?
nestra,

Oh,
there.

I

know w^hat goes on down
You don't fool me with your

meetings and sacrifices. Well, the
marriage was not of my making.

There are better men, men who don't
have to claim sea-nymph mothers to
bolster their family's blood."

There was

silence,

broken by a

on the
pavement, then a confused riot of
^vords. Iphigenia could hear Menelaus incoherently stammering something about honor and Helen, interrupted by the violent braying of a
soldier's

spear

clattering

Ajax perhaps, who,
and jerking throat
muscles, kept thumping his chest
and shouting "War!" and "Glory!"
and "Watch mel And always the
vast

warrior,

with red

face

"

insistent nasal quaverings of Nestor.

"This reminds

me

of

something

happened many years ago,
when I was a young man. unskilled
that
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in debate, so they imagined," said
Nestor, leaning heavily on Teucer s
shoulder while he stooped to scratch
his skinny shank, and trying to catch
the attention of a pretty little fellow
who was posturing and strutting,
with an eye on Iphigenia. "It was
in the north, near Sainothrace, and
there was a contest between t^vo
centaurs. Now, as it happened
"Did you say centaurs? asked
Teucer. "I thought
.

.

.

'

'

.

.

.

"Generals! Gentlemen! If you
."
And Odysseus
w^ili permit
held up his graceful hands to com-

great Achilles,

will,

whose mature

wit and youthful strength are best
suited to make ready the sacrifice
and maintain the soldiery in dignity,
whilst ^ve honor her Nvhose pure
beauty of face and heart ^vill most
highly honor that highest honor, the
incomparable Iphigenia." He paused
briefly, then added, "The robe of
Helen may be brought along in a
box for later use, if you choose."

He

finished,

and

the

others,

mand

wreathed in admiration, cro^vded
about to praise him, all but Agamicmnon, who stood like a naughty
child, rubbing one foot against the

a

other

.

.

Then, bowing like
silence.
dancer before Clytemnestra, he
began: "Noble Clytemnestra, fairest
daughter of Leda, your wrath mirrors your all-encompassing w^isdom,
the high-blooded virtue of your
noble house; but this one thing
must be spoken. For Lord Agamemnon, peerless in battle, shrewd in
counsel, wise in all, has neglected
It
to speak, in reverence of you.

cannot have escaped your bright,
all-seeing eyes that our expedition
has yet to succeed of its purpose,

and all for want of favorable \vinds.
Rich sacrifices beyond num.bering
have the gracious gods savored, yet
the

Now

wind

blo"\vs

there

against

him man? —
by nature, soothsayer, who
'

us

still.

—

dare I call
a man
Calchas oy name, seer

is

sees be-

neath the surface of things and
understands even the obscurest ways.
From long study and meditation he
discovers one god yet unappeased,
holy Artemis, to whose most chaste
divinity proper sacrifice must be
made, in good order and at once, at
the pure hands of an unspotted
maiden dressed all in white in token
her purity, to please the great
have come, therefore,
goddess.
leaving behind, albeit against his

of

We

and casting

at Clytemnestra.

shy, hopeful looks

Her

suspicious eyes

searched Odysseus's blandly smiling, opaque eyes, while Iphigenia s
wide, uncomprehending eyes blinked
from face to face; but Clytemnestra
yielded at last, and Iphigenia hurried back to her chamber to change,
glad of the moment, glad of an
activity that released her from, necesIt was a pity to
sity' for thinking.
find the pattern of things so unaccountably altered, to put off the
lovely saffron and see it folded tight
and small in a box; but it was a
great honor.
The procession formed in the
walled roadway outside the gate of
the chariot
Iphigenia,
the charioteer leading the horses
the
held
although Agamemnon

the

with

great

court:

first

Agamemnon and

reins,
then Clytemnestra walking
between Odysseus and Ajax, then
Nestor leaning on Menelaus's arm
and talking busily, then Teucer and
the pretty' young fellow, the soldiers
last, by tsvos and threes. It was a
slow descent, for wheel and hoof
alike slipped on the smooth damp
stones, and the narrow road — so
enclosed by rude towering masonry

The Embarkation
tKe sun reacKed tKe paving
only for a few minutes at midday ^made a dozen sharp turns, twisted
through a dozen narrow gates, and
was impeded by fallen coping stones
that none had thought to clear quite
away these hundreds of years. Iphigenia clutched the chariot rail and
stood straight and tall before her
rather, stiffly balanced against the
lurching and swaying, tormented by
the rasping, creaking axle and wheel.
But they passed the outmost gate,
and the road across the plain was
sandy and smooth.
Somehow, things were different.
The soldiers were there among the
tents,
carrying buckets of -water,
stooping over campfires, polishing
bits of armor, sleeping; and silence
everywhere, dead, black silence that
drained activity of meaning and
purpose,
uninterested,
malevolent
silence. Sometimes a soldier glanced
at her as the chariot rattled past,
but indifferently. No long lines of
that
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was baked, past great depots of
food and arms, past fields of hobbled

horses,

down

the

captains'

high-peaked black pavilions
hung with pennants and insignia.
Then north through a sparse grove
of stunted trees, twisting away from
the wind, into the sacred precinct.
street of

In silence, save for the wind in the
and the dull thudding of waves
on sand, Iphigenia climbed down
from the chariot, hands sore, legs
trees

aching from

its jolting, and looked
shyly about, at groups of soldiers
scattered on the rough salt grass, at
the inner circle of captains, kilted
and helmeted, standing shoulder to
shoulder around the low earthen
mound with its v^'orn turf and the
low stone altar-table. As Agamemnon took off his helmet and, methodically but clumsily, bound about
his temples the priestly fillets, Clytemnestra took Iphigenia's cloak
from her shoulders.
There,"
she
whispered,
and
pointed. "That is Achilles.
Iphigenia sav/ him, tan and gold
and broad-chested, tallest of them
all,
leaning indifferently on his
spear. But he did not look at her.
Instead, his plume-crested head inclined wearily to^va^d another young
"

cheering, avv'eslxuck faces,
but tired, beaten, angry tattered
backs. And the bones. Bones everywhere, single bones, whole skeletons, large bones, small bones, all
gnaw^ed clean and lying white on
the grey earth. Oxen, cattle, sheep,
smiling,

goats.

so

Could

many,

very

the world have held

so great sacrifices?

iiTipressive,

than tents and

more

fearful.

sacrifice,

proudly at

Now one

and
its

more

men and
she

It

was

impressive
ships,

last,

w^ould

and

greatest

stand

center for the host to

She hoped she would not have
cut the victim's throat and feel
the hot sacred blood on her hand.
Let her father do that after she had
clipped the sacred hairs from the
see.

to

victim's forelock.

Slowly onw^ard, through the solcamp, past ovens where bread

diers'

man, who, with one arm about

his

shoulder, was talking determinedly.
He is very handsome, she thought;
perhaps it is best for him to come
back from the war and live with me
in fertile Phthia. Smiling and uncomprehending, she sa^v her father
listening to a white-toothed, ugly
little
man with a wisp of grey
beard, as ash-encrusted as if he
lived in the smoke of his own sacrificial fires. Calchas, probably. Then
the soft, warm, encouraging touch of
her mother's hand upon her arm,
and Agamemnon led her gently to
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tKe top of tKe mound of earth. And
still tKe silence, still the drumming
Solemnly she looked
of the sea.
down, at the captains, vi^hose faces
were obscure blanks beneath trembling crests, at Clytemnestra, from
whose folded arms the cloak flowed

foolish little man but the priest, eyes
remote and prophetic. As he kissed
her, on the forehead and on each

blood to earth, at Odysseus,
head cocked to one side, Hstening,

gold, with shadow^s for eyes.

like

at Achilles,

now

stern

and

straight.

Calchas, dirty tunic flapping, yellow-grey hair straggling, ran up
with the burning brand to plunge
into the kindling piled on the altar.
Then he too was gone, and she
was alone with Agamemnon.
From a great distance she heard
his voice rising and falling in unintelligible cadences, saw^ his hands
fluttering

like

butterflies,

pale, slender smoke.

motionless.

cleased

its

saw

For the

the

air w^as

When

had the wind
blowing? She did not

Everything -was, at a wink,
changed. The sun high above was
moonlike; the landscape, bleached

know.

to grey

and

silver, vv^ithdrew;

a mist,

breathed from earth's pores, tightened like a net. The sea itself had

Agamemnon's voice \vas
a bitter silence but for her
own breathing, her tongue licking
dry lips. Agamemnon drew her to
him with both hands, no longer a
ceased;
stilled,

saw beyond him and far
away Clytemnestra, the unsightly
blood flow^ing from her breast ^- was
cheek, she

smiling?

she

was a

'--

and

Achilles,

all

There

boy watching from a
and three birds on taut,
unmoving wings.
litte

treetop,

Agamemnon's

gentle

fingertips

backward. Is it
time now for me to do my part of
the ritual? Will he tell me exactly
what to do? I feel so awkward
and embarrassed with so many important people watching. My hands
are cold. She felt the edge of the
altar-table pressing against her, but
Were

the

urging

her

upon her shoulder
bend back. Will the

in-

fingers

sisted she

fire

my hair? Perhaps priestesses
bind up their hair. But she heard
a far-off voice, Clytemnestra's voice,
a lost child's wailing, "No, Agamemnon, no! Then she trembled
catch

"

and saw the

knife,

just

left

of

the grey-white sun-moon, bright,
uncolored, shapeless glitter in a
stranger's uplifted hand. But papa,

you haven't
time

.

.

.

?

told

me.

.

.

.

Is

it

Return Victorious
A Lyrical Drama in

One Scene

• Robert W. Mashek

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

A

DEAN LE GRAND
MARY ANN

disciplinary administrator
secretary

tiis

MAMA

^

SONNY

mother

Her son

SPIRITS OF THE ACADEMIC PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
STUDENTS
Scene' A small ojjice
DEAN LE GRAND: (pacing bach and forth)

me

from all these petty jobs,
that incense the student mobs.
must I fight the cancer of chagrin,
wretch's friend, the lord of discipline?

let

TKese

rest

trifles

Why
The
1

entertain to

weep upon my knee

The fiend or academic refugee.
Admonish the delinquent multitude

And yet receive

-—

but stark ingratitude.

STUDENTS: (chanting the distance)
How long must students chafe beneath
in.

Professors' scornful looks?
long before we are released

How

To burn

DEAN:

these notes

and books?

(waving his arms)

O Muse of learning, save us from disaster.
From peasants who withstand their rightful

master.

STUDENTS:

(continuing the chant)
Let us inhale real love and life
Of pleasures inaustere.
Let gold weigh down our pockets well
And hide the seams of fear.

DEAN:

(stops pacing

and

brings his

O vulturous Mammon!

fist

It is

down on a

you

I

curse,

For smoldering their conscience in a purse.
For glutting them with gilded ignorance.
For fleecing them of scholarly romance.
17

filing cabinet)
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A STUDENT:
If I fail

Out

(voice fading

away)

anotfier test.

tKese doors I'll go.
pass in honesty,

But

if I

No

honors

they'll

hestow.

(Mary A.nn hustles

MARY ANN:
DEAN:

Someone

is

in.)

here to see you, kinaly Sir.

(augustly settling himself in his su?ivsl chair)
in the protege of Lucifer.

Send

MARY ANN: My Lord, but a mother and her son.
A disciplinarian's work never done.
it's

DEIAN:

(Mama

MAMA:
I

enters,

dragging Sonny along.)

(face flushed

with emotion)

beg you,

consider

Sir,

DEAN: What is the

MAMA:

(Exit.)

is

my son's

life.

cause of your alarm and

strife?

(tearfully)

A letter came announcing his farewell
Because, they said, he couldn't read or spell;
Or some such nonsense, which I shan't believe.
Is reason why miy boy v/as asked to leave.
They spurn one of such learned pedigree!

DEA.N:

(aside)

MAMA:
DEAN:

He

stands there blissful in stupidity.

(maternally)
(aside)

He

Accord him proper honor and

respect.

breathes and squirms, but has he intellect?

MAMA: Why should he be dismissed before another?
DEAN:

MAMA:

(aside)

He

does not have to think; he has a mother.

Some evil has been done, but you, good
Must wield the power to act as arbiter

And

snatch us from the

Sir,

pitfall of disgrace.

SONNY: (yawning) Mama, I'm getting weary of this
DEAN: (with protruding lower lip)
I can't vindicate your plea;
since he's lacking scholar's quality.
Studies' Master will reviev^^ your plight

place.

I'm sorry

But

The

Three door\vays down the hall and

MAMA:

(celestially)

Indifference

—

to the right.

All mothers have to bear such woe and pain.
and whimsical disdain.

W^ait, Son, while I restore the glorious
Repute you earned.

SONNY:

(slumping into a chair) Return victorious.

(Mama

DEAN:

exits.)

(clearing his throat)

Now, sonny

boy, will you spell

JUDGE for me?

Return Victorious

U - D - G - E comes last;

SONNY:

DEIAJM: (opens a book and hands

it

to

first
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^ J ^ or G?

him)

Read

reverently this Scottish bardie's verse.
(lays his right hand over his heart)
not. Calliope, I once was worse.

Weep
SONNY: All right. "When Chaps and

Billy leaves the street."
"

It's

easy.

"Drowsy

(hesitates) neighbors never meet.

(Enter three Spirits.)

SPIRIT

OF THE ACADEMIC PAST:
You've clawed my brow;
You've hacked my soul;
Expect you now
To see me whole?

You've split my hope;
You've choked my cry;

Come
I

want

SONNY:

(still

rack,

come

rope,

to die.

reading)

"But pleasures are about like puppies spread /—
They squash the flovv'ers till their bloomers shed.

SPIRIT

OF THE ACADEMIC PRESENT:
Encoffined in trenches

Of Orgy and

Sloth.

breathe in the stenches
That gnaw at my growth.
I

Sweet robin has told me
That I was too proud ^-'
That six maidens coldly

Would

plicate

my

shroud.

Those ebony planks
Are stifling the light,
Are crippling my shanks.
Too mangled for flight.

A

glow-worm discards

The gleam in my
While lost in the

cell,

yards.

An owl hoots, "Farewell."
SONNY: (wrapped up in his reading)
"As Tommy glanced at Maisie much too curious.
Her mother's fury growing fast and furious ^

Four Quarters
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SPIRIT

OF THE ACADEMIC FUTURE:
sKudder.

I

The storm

clouds gather on the western ridge
darkness.
The paling moon has fallen past the bridge
Of blackness.
raft is tossed by lecherous winds and waves.
Relentless.
cot is spread among the watery graves.
Contentless.

Of

My

My

Should

I

(The

SONNY:

on broken

staves.

Spirits disappear.)

reading, with a perplexed look)
may buy the joys of deer;
do remember Tom's Enchanter's smear.

(still

"O
But

DEIAN:

survive. I'd float

shudder.

I

think! You. too,

'

(aside)

He babbles on and

still

my wonder

grows >—

A head can bear the oddments that he know^s.
(An agonizing

shriek offstage)

DEAN: heard a scream.
SONNY: An academic brawl.
DEAN: (panicky) I hear the wailing nearer.
SONNY: (springing wildly in front of the Dean) Hark, the call!
I

The

DEAN:

devil

comes

bear you

to his

realm!

(terrified,

an eyebrow

fluttering)

Alas, one

spirit I can't

overwhelm!
on the arm of Mary Ann.)

(Mama

MAMA:

to

enters, leaning

(raving dementedly)

and relatives, behold
This graduate of talents manifold.
See how he sports the hood of red and blue.
How on his head the scholar's cap fits true,
Hov^ stalwartly he marches up the aisle
And bows, acknowledging the Doctors' smile.
No vain attempt at pomp or pageantry
Is worthy of a thinker such as he.
He mounts the platform — with a nimble hand
Twirls his diploma by its golden band.
multitudes! Rise up and shout with joy!
This maxima cum. laude is my boy!
(She collapses on Sonny's shoulder.)

Professors, Deans,

O

DEAN: (strengthened) What did the mother find about her son?
MARY ANN: That he must leave; he failed '- the only one '^

Return Victorious

SONNY:

(breahing in) ^-

ism, (signs)

(Sonny
(Far

Tne

To

scramble (pauses) Chaucer's transcendental-

transitory rosters optimism.

leaves,

ojj,
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with

Mama on his shoulder.)

the Students intone.)

DREAMY STUDENTS:

Some

lucky fellow

is set free.

CONSCIENTIOUS STUDENTS: A thousand pages more to read.
DREAMY STUDENTS: But did they listen to his plea?
CONSCIENTIOUS STUDENTS: A thousand lectures more to heed.
RESTIVE STUDENTS: A thousand rulings to deplore.
SPECULATIVE STUDENTS: Someone's eyebrow t^vitches.
RESTIVE STUDENTS A thousand warnings to ignore.
SPECULATIVE STUDENTS: Someone's conscience itches.
:

DEA.N:

(an eyebrow jerking)
So many pity, yet so few

Persephone, tear- faced,

console.

O lave this soul

I

PhDtograph of a Saint
Father Etienne Roho,

a French-horn

priest

and contemporary of Saint Therese,

ohjectea to the retouching of original photographs of the Saint.

• Thomas

P.

McDonnell

Who would not love your lively eyes.
Wimpled in the white of the spring budding sun,
As you stand at the base of the stone-tilted cross.
And your journey to God just begun?
The Abbe's camera clicked its chemistry
Of light and captured your simple truth
In the negative night ^- but the Sisters

Pronounced your image

artistically

uncouth.

(Gentle Sisters, what does a saint look like.
what pose should she strike?)

Precisely

Therese, the world now dreams of waxen roses
W^henever we hear your bourgeois name ^But in your eyes what fevers bum,
From what dread fire to w^hat clear flame?

Truman Capote and
Below

the Country

Surface

tlie

Martin Bucco
tkeme in Truman Capote
SINCE
apparently reveals no vast hu-

unhappy few

only.

Other

Other Rooms
and trans-

Orleans-born Capote pouts at the
tag "Southern writer," he does,
nevertheless, share qualities with
the post- World
II Southerners
who, inspired by the literary heritage
of such psychiatric "primitives" as
Joyce, Proust, Lawrence, Woolf,

A

Mann, and Kafka, departed from

man experience, many revie"wers
nave labelea
the

for

theless,

(1948) gained

his

\^oices.

Never-

sw^ift eclat,

lations appear in six languages.

measure of

War

esoteric —'

effort

this popularity

could be

the

Capote myth (his
medieval haircuts and aristocratic

waistcoats hypnotize a considerable
fringe) and his daring style (an
elegant water moccasin rippung tovi^ard swamp flowers)
where tiger lilies bloom the
size of a man's head, there are
luminous green logs that shine
under the dark marsh u^ater like
drou^ned corpses
But uterary survival depends, theo.

.

subjective realists, Ne\v-SchooI writimpart symbolic interpretations
to the vi^ilderness as it enters the
stream of consciousness. And like
Kafka's unfortunate characters, Capote's chosen people "rebel against

penning

And
ately

try

below the
feel

surface,

and

bhnd

there."

less

Though on

the surface the

as

"

Capote points out: "All I want
do is tell the story, and some-

significant

emotion, thought, and imagination.
The enfant terrible of contemporary American letters has declared
that he does Avant to hve. He does
believe in hfe. He does have something to say.
Regarding subject
matter, all so-called naturahstic elements offer Capote shght interest,
as does their opposite extreme •—'
fantasy or pure symbohsm. "There
is, somewhere in bebiveen," he says,
"a spiritual territory, uncharted,
shifting, imaginative; it is the counartist I

Most are neurotic or mad.
though his tutors passionanalyzed Freud's theories.

the light.

....

on

journalistic

ers

.

retically,

popular American

novel of social manners and current events to form the New School
of pathological romance. Like the

attributed to the

to

times

it

is

best to choose a symbol.

would not know a Freudian symIf
bol as such if you put it to me.
this be true, Freudianism in Capote's work might rest less on conscious appropriation than on a neu-

I

"

in Capote himself.
Freudian critic reports the
Capotesque ^vorId one of infantile

rotic

condition

The

In this case, the author,
the artist, has released and recaptured his neurosis to give it a
literary habitation, if not a name.
Other Voices, Other Rooms records

repression.

an

New

more
22

than

subconscious

chatter.

Truman Capote and the Country Below the Surface
(Curled on a

cKaise

Mowgli ae Sade

longue,

the

Problem
to a twenty-doIIar-an-Kour Muse.)
A Dalanced artist. Capote experiences nis material subjectively and
surveys it objectively; and because
he chooses symbols for particular
lisps Kis

effects, it illustrates

the

poet

over

the

the ascension or
lover and the

lunatic.

Capote's reputation as a bogeylaureate of the mentally

man and

lame flourished several years before
pubhcation of Other \^oices,
Other Rooms. Earher stories, pubashed in avant-garde quarterlies
and quality monthhes, had been reprinted by Martha Foley, Herschel
Brickell, and other anthologists. Of
the eight pieces in A Tree of Night
ana Other Stories (1949), five may
be termed psychological studies and
the

three character studies. Generally,
the distinction between the two
types is subtle, but in Capote's
stories the difference is conspicuous.
Capote's character studies are in the
first person; the narrator is a paranoiac or ultra-poetic Southern boy.

Much

attention is directed to personality; natures are demonstrated
through actions; and the style is
informal, provincial, seemingly universah In the psychological story,
stress

is

placed upon characteriza-

tion rather than

upon

action;

em-

phasis is upon operation of thought,
feehng, and purpose; these pathological stories move in the third
person; and the style is formal, sophisticated, ostensibly esoteric. Of his
longer works. The Grass Harp
(l95l) developed from the character
studies; Other Voices, Other Rooms
from the psychological
flowered
studies rooted in the country below
the surface.
To students of literature, the

25

and the physicallyhandicapped people Capote delineates are interesting to behold be-

mentally-ill

aside

cause,

from

inherent

their

most skilled
and sympathetic authors can characterize them convincingly. Americans in abundance have committed
reader-interest, only the

the sin of gathering
material and treating

leather-couch
in the realm
of art with less originality than a
psychiatrist reporting a case history.
In his play The Hand of the Potter,
even the giant Dreiser mistook
pathological history for artistic tragedy. Since w^e see psychiatry today
as a body of scientific information,
many tend to view art, in turn,
simply as a pur^^eyor of fascinating
data. As a result, form plays secondit

fiddle or no-fiddle. Capote, however,
has managed to produce clinicallyaccurate art.
If publicity photographs create the
impression that Capote cloaks his
tousled head in clouds of otherness,
his feet, nevertheless, are planted
solidly on the ground of here and

He

now.

confesses

in

his

travel

journal. Local Color (l950):
interest in Miss Y. is rather
quite
clinical, and I am not

My

.

.

.

friend she believes, for one
cannot feel close to Miss Y. : she
the

is too
real '—

'

much a

fairy tale,

someone

and improhahle.

Considering

his

own improbable

public pose, the last thought drips
with irony; but the following paragraph about Europe illuminates
what moves him, what he employs
as

symbolism and metaphor:

It was desperate to feel that
one could never be a part of
moments so moving, that always
one would be isolated from this
.

.

.

landscape and these people; and
then gradually 1 realized 1 did not

Four Quarters
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he a part of it: rather, it
a part of me. The sudden garden, opera night, wild
children snatching flowers and
running up a darkening street, a

have

to

cx>uld he

dead and nuns in
music from the piazza,

xvreath for the

moon

light,

a Paris pianola and fireworks on

Grande Nuit, the heart-shaking surprise of mountain visions
and water views (lakes like green
wine in the chalice of volcanoes,
the Mediterranean flickering at
the hottom of cliffs), forsaken faroff towers falling in twilight and
candles igniting the jeiveled corpse
La.

of St. Zeno of Verona --- all a
part of me, elements for the making of my own perspective.

Possessed by sucK feelings and
images, Capote mulls over them;
tKeir general importance becomes
like
more evident; an idea
a
"malignant jewel ^- lights bis mind,
and then be must conceive approximate characters and actions to express it. Capote's depictions of the
grotesque and arabesque result from
bis having bospitauzed in his childnke imagination the ward of neurotic personabties he has encountered

—

'

and for whom be
empathy, himself.

sympathy,
broods over
them until they are a part of him,
than flesh
as real ^- or more real
and blood. Revelations in Local
Color continue to aid in interpreting
his work; for instance, Ne^v York
The
is as improbable as Miss Y.
feels

He

—

greater reality lies outside:

One

only in search of a
city, a place to hide, to lose or
discover oneself, to make a dream
wherein you prove that perhaps
after all you are not an ugly aucRling, hut wonderful and worthy
of love, as you thought sitting on
the stoop where the Pords went
.

.

.

is

by; as you thought planning your
search for a city.
Capote's insight here is clear;
still, two lines of questioning persist
concerning the quality and degree
of apperception his creations give
us into human nature: Like the
degenerates in Poe's tales, are Capote's characters merely private projections serving to evoke in us mo-

mentary

feelings

of

terror

and

to

us with their ingenious
BiZARRERiE? Or like Kafka's characters, are they reflections of today's
pathetic casualties out of joint with
their society? Literary figures do not
exist in a vacuum; they live as long
as they appeal to the reader, the
listener, or the spectator. Literature
has always been a reflection of the
times -^ an echo of its deepest conflicts. Those proposing that Capote's
characters simply are projections of
contextual evil have not differentiated between his protagonists and
neurotic
subordinates.
Capote's
heroes and heroines do have models
in everyday reality. They perch on
park benches among lonely women:
they swill 'wiin saloon derelicts;
they mince with the breed of feminine males from Greenwich Village
to San Pedro Boulevard; they are
among those \vho bide their time
in classrooms, offices, luncheons, ball
games, the theater; in short, they
endure throughout our confusing
world.
What presumably healthy minds
fascinate

seem

to

resent

the

most in Capote
subordinate

s

char-

fiction

are

acters;

Capote frankensteins them

obvious reason that his protagonists' sick minds behold them
for the

Naturally, the reader
not witness to Capote's eyesores

as monsters.
is

hobbling

down Broadway

Street

he himself

if

is

or

Main

not amply

Truman Capote and the Country Below the Surface
neurotic or cannot perceive life from
the point of view of the neurotic
personanty.
The former requires
nothing; the latter requires courage,
unaerstanaing, imagination.
Like
Dreiser, those who acknow^IeJge the
Furies and have heard "the disastrous beating of their wings," know
that such subsurface distortion exists.
To the pathetic casualties, such horror is real indeed.
As a creator. Capote imparts to
these shadows form and color. Sceptics pooh-pooh these terrors; or, if
they inchne toward behef, they
withdraw dexterously, seeking only
the momentary, pleasurable sensation of horror.

Though morbid and

chronic speculation on any subject

might result in infirmity, an interest
in mental illness is not a symptom
of bad health. To be sure, if mental
disease hovers over us, we must
avail ourselves of the artist's perception

and

social perspective.

To damn

Capote's stories as will-

His

instant of terror,

stories

do not wane

is

unfair.
after

a

series of readings; as in all superior

writing, one mines new treasures of
truth and technique. Capote's work

When

not sensational journahsm.
the reader surrenders to the hypnotic style (ideal for the action),
the underlying ideas unfold. Capote
does not italicize his theme, nor does

is

it

within histrionic pedantry.

From below

the surface, the abstracas in poetry. In Other

tions rise,

voices,

Other Rooms,

example,

for

we

discern a boy's search for his
father, but his finding instead a

substitute, homosexuality.

"Miriam"

reveals the terror suffered by a paranoiac or co-conscious personality.
In The Headless Hawk,
we con"

the insecurity
those who dwell

front

of

and

loneliness

in a

land of

dreams.

Though Capote does
ize,

one apprehends in

plucky sense of

justice.

not moralwork a

his

Within

his

we

discover betrayal of innocence, betrayal of self, betrayal of
confidence, always some kind of
betrayal — and this is a w^ide-spread
human experience, hardly esoteric.
Here the common reader recognizes
some part of his own philosophy,
pieces

'

some vague
self,

o'-the-wisps, superb for one reading

and one

he bury
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identification with him-

his loves, his hates, his neigh-

bors, his

community.

In conclusion, Freud discovered
that the average human being is
either conscious or rational only a
fragment of each day. One wonders, then, if the sick mind really is
so alien to us. Emphasis on the
abnormal as an increasingly recognized portion of universal experience
seems right. In time, the country
below the surface might well become

public domain.

O^^

A

Place

Little

Off Washington Sqnare
O

D. K. Dougherty

WHAT,
membered most

and w^alked. And
ended up buying a ticket
to a movie.
He knew he would
hate the movie, cheap and tawdry,
brimming with false happiness. But
inside, in the theater, it would be
dark and quiet; and if the dialogue
was not too loud, and if the music
was soothing, he "would be able to
forget. To forget, and to feed himself on the illusion, to hide himself
in one of the sinister shadows behind the grand staircase, or, blissfully, to
immolate his anguished
consciousness in the anonymity of
the crowd beneath the balcony, as

He

in later years, ke reof that time

because his footsteps were so insistently present everywhere he went,
it always seemed there was no-where
new he could go.
His whole hfe %vas circumscribed

an extent that had become
to
agonizing. The same, the very same,
streets, with the same store fronts,
and, veritably, the same people '-never taking any interest in him,
and yet, so he felt, looking at everything he did, like judges, and judging everything he did to be wrong,
a\vkward, and ugly.
He addressed a silent plea to
heaven >—' in which he no longer
believed: it was only the sky, symbol of freedom, but also the source
of the sun, vulgar, minding light
that revealed in all its cheapness the
narrow world that imprisoned him.
"Oh God, annihilate me. But he
knew, his firm, early Christian edu-

the unhappy princess turned aw^ay,
her lover dead.

Or maybe, if the film was one of
those that mirrored in its plot one
of the dreams he immersed himself
in for hours, as he lay stretched
out on his bed, in his darkened
room, and if the hero were handsome and could do all the things
he could not do, he would be able
to identify himself in the film, and
undergo, with a tingling sensuousness, the amours of the hero. And
that night, in his room, his dream

'

^^rouId

cation had firmly implanted in him
the knowledge that God would do
no such thing. God only created;
either

for that,
*

With

"were

directly

or

God

s

more

be so

much

better, so

much

frustrating.

In any event, he was sure, now that
he had gone past the ticket man,
and been enfolded into the cool
darkness, that he would probably
stay for the same film several times:

creations,

indirectly.

walked,

usually, he

was the hideously grinding
reverberation of his own footsteps.
No matter w^here he "went, his footsteps followed him. It seems absurd
to say that, but such is the only way
to describe the phenomenon. And

everywhere

*

And

he hated God.

at

apologies to Mr. Greene.
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least

until

it

was night again

A

Little Place

Off Washington Square

and Ke could be welcomed
once more into the blaclcness.
outside,

He
home.

perhaps

close,

and

thought, this seat, it is my
If the theater were never to
I

sleep here

could remain here,

when

I

was

tired,

with the same film over and over
again, so that only the image remained, and I no longer. I could
go without food, and slowly die.

And

slowly die
But a false strength always as.

serted

itself,

.

.

and he was

called back

when

it was
and went somewhere to eat.
But before he could eat, he had
to have something to read. It was

again into the

street,

dark,

sit alone in one of the
booths with food and nothing

torture to
little

It was the magazine or
to read.
book that carried him through the

meal, not the food. Food itself was
detestable. It only aided the body
•—>

to

grow

women.

fat,

and

unattractive to

The body was

flesh

and

sweat, with dirt under the nails, and
falling dandruff.
Where, he thought, as he left the
cheap restaurant, will the illusion
end? In the arms of one of the
faded girls who stared disinter-
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estedly out of the windows of the
bars along the way to his room,
their faces colored only by the neon,

blinking on and off?

But no, he
the answer already, he had
not the strength to ask anyone.
There was only the dream.
The room w^as getting closer, and
he knew he couldn't stand it yet,

knew

always the same, always hostile in
sameness, its blankness, its siNo, not the room just yet, he
would walk more. But already he
was tired from walking, and the
footsteps were starting again to vibrate through his body: the heel,
a dull click, and then the sole, like
the end of a constantly repeated
word. Over and over again, like
seconds ticking away on a clock.
More than anything, he didn't
want morning to come. Maybe if
he could reach the park, only a few
blocks away, and sit there on a
bench, and wish ardently that the
morning would never come, and the
maybe it
night remain always
its

lence.

^

would.

And, perhaps, someone would sit
beside him. And, then, per-

down
haps

...

The Laurel Tree
Joan Angevine Swift

WHEN

I

last

down off tKe
warm day in late

Walking up

stepped

train tKat

June, I little knew it was the
time I would do so as a child,

For I was more fortunate than
most city children. Every summer
I spent the months
from June to
August with my grandmother and
grandfather
I

here

in

dirt

street

be-

houses. Grandma had difficulty restraining me.
For the town was
on the very top of a mountain, a
dehcious thought, and truthfully,
the train labored up the single track
once a day only to pick up coal. It
was a small mining town, as mining
towns go, a handful of neat but
unpainted houses, browned and
roughened by the weather. Each
house,
however, was large and
roomy and each had a quarter-acre
of land. Since the mine itself w^as
away over the rim of the hill, the air
here was fresh and clean and carried on it that scent of growing
things I never smelled in the city.
Oh, the stories I would tell in school
that fall about the unbelievable little
town on the hill where the world
had not yet arrived, where there

a complete child. The summer was
beginning as all the other summers
I had hved had begun.
There was
Grandma waiting for me on the
platform, her sicirt billowing in the
fresh, hill-country wind, her arms
already outstretched to welcome me.
And there was I, eager and excited,
scarcely able to wait for the fun of
vacation to begin.

How

the

tween the rows of neat, unpainted

Pennsylvania.

would look forward each

year to this wonderful, carefree time I
before I would go, I would
start packing my dresses in the httle
black suitcase Mother had said was
mine and for nights before I was put
on the train I could scarcely sleep a
wink. After this summer, my eighth
summer, my grandmother was not
there. She died the following winter, one of those bitter, snow-ridden
winters the old mountain people still
talk about. It was her heart, my
mother said. The poor woman did

Weeks

no street cars and electric
no running water and shiny
bathrooms! Just then the sun slanted
through the leaves, dappling the
grass, and I wanted more than anything to chase a bronze butterfly.
Grandma held my hand more firmly.
"Now, now, min kara, be still.
You have the whole summer to run
and play. Tell me about your Mama
and your Muster Karen and your
Muster Ida, and all your cousins
too." She always spoke in English
to me, but her voice rose and fell in
the sing-song of her native Sweden.

were

lights,

much. She had been warned.
But who can tell a woman vs^ho has
worked hard all her life to stop, just
suddenly stop? Even as she embraced me on the station platform,
too

she evoked in me that sense of vigor
mingled with gentleness pecuhar

And

to her.

who were

and
28

so

I

held her large, bony hand

told her

news

of all

my relatives,

her children and grand-

The Laurel Tree
children two hundred miles away.
she hfted the latch and
let me through the gate, I bounded
across the green lawn in an ecstasy

When

of exuberance.

"Can
Can I

I
play
please?

now.
Just

Grandma?
for

a

httle

v^^hile?"
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her gardening, but she took each
spare moment, like a penny happened on in the street, and spent it
with her flowers, as we would spend
the penny for candy.
grandfather arrived home
from his work in the mines about
four-thirty in the afternoon, grimy,

My

smudged with soot. Grandalways had ready for him a pan
of warm wash water straight from

"/a, while I start supper. Grandpa will be coming home soon. Then,
when w^e are through, I'll tell you
the names of all my flowers and
maybe a nttle story about them too.
Would you hke that?"
I raced around and bobbed my
head down to each in turn: the

dusty,

mock orange bush,

in greeting.

the wild roses,
the pansies, the baby's breath, the
and drooping bleeding
strange
heart.
And, of course, the magnificent mountain laurel, a giant of
its kind, by the back fence.
It was
especially wondrous now, a tangle
of pink flow^ers twenty feet high.
Grandma loved to look at it from
the kitchen window^ while she was
busy with some chore. Seeing it
there made the work go faster, she

always

ma

the crackling stove which had to
burn all summer long. When he
had scrubbed himself clean with
Grandma's homemade soap, he took
my hand and gave it a single shake
Hello, Yoan," he said, just as
he always did. Those two words
were his only English I could really
'

understand. Then his short jaw
shut on gums whose teeth I had
never seen.
I
wondered if there
really

were any there and reminded

he

ate.

"Come
food

the
cold,"

to

gets

and we went

said.

when

myself to watch more closely
table

before

Grandma

inside

to

the

called,

the

big,

Oh, how Grandma adored her
garden! I remember her in many
ways: kneading mounds of dough

comfortable kitchen, swarming with
the smells of new^-made bread and

with her big, red knuckles; darning

Grace, as he did before every meal,
a whispered avo-wal of thanks in
Swedish, then we began supper.

rough,

black

socks

light of the kerosene

by the scanty
lamp; standing

over the big wood stove stirring
pots of bubbling blackberry jam;
rubbing
my grandfather's dirty
shirts till her fingers buckled on the
wooden scrubboard; carrying buckets of water, ice cold and sparkling,
from the pump down the street.
Yes, I remember her working in
many ways, but I remember her best
in her garden, digging and spading
and weeding, talking to the flowers
now and then as if they were her
children. She hadn't much time for

fresh

meat

frying.

Grandpa

said

Grandma and

I chattered between
every mouthful, talking about the
family again and the flowers and
what children my age were around
this year. Grandpa interrupted only
once, asking for socker for his coffee.
Then, scraping his chair back on
the uneven kitchen floor, he got up
and went outside to tend to his
potatoes and onions and carrots.
For you see, unlike my grandmother
who had come from the big city of

Stockholm,

Grandpa

had

been

Four Quarters
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raised

on a farm

necessity to

till

further north.

the

soil

vv^as

The

of the

He

with

him

still, although in this country
he could afford no land of his own.
Each evening until dusk he cultivated the neat, even rows of vegetables, ever mindful he was provid-

ing food for next winter's table. So
would go all summer, I knew.
What night it was I can't remember, but not long after I arrived
Grandpa came in from the vegetable
garden long before twihght, letting
the screen door slam behind him.
Grandma was washing the dishes

room, far too early, for

were saying. (My mother would
lapse into Swedish with her sisters
when talking about some particularly scandalous thing, so I had
learned to pick up a word here and
there in order to be in on it.)

"That tree is too big," he said,
and his face was redder than I had
ever seen

"What

Grandma
Olaf?
wiped her hands on a towel and
placed one of them, big and red,
on his shoulder, almost tenderly,
I

"

tree,

thought.

"That laurel tree. Its shadow
on half the potatoes."
"Does that matter? It's so beau-

Olaf, look at it." And she
gestured toward the window and
the tree beyond, a tower of blossoms.

tiful.

He moved away

from

her.

He

seemed less excited than when he
had come in, but his face wore a
set,

stubborn look.

"The potatoes

in the shade

most

still

talking about the laurel
I asked, as Grandstarted washing dishes again.

ma

Doesn

t

he?

"

he think

it's

pretty?"

I

insisted.

"No, I don't believe he does. The
potatoes in its shade are much too
small."
No more v^'as said.
joined
Grandpa in the sitting room where
he sat poring over the Svenska
Bihlen as he did every night, his
lips pronouncing the ancient words
in little sibilant sounds. Grandma's
needle flicked in and out of the
trousers she mended and I remember I busied myself with last year's
Sears and Roebuck catalog, searching for suitable paper dolls to cut

We

out.

What

a lark to be loose in the

and the fields of summer! Each
morning I was up at dawn, though
Grandma was up before I was, and
each night I would drop onto the
hills

clean,

exsheets
sweet-smelling
from the day's activities.

Sometimes I went
peanut butter

tin

my arm

off

with an empty
swinging on

pail

to pick the last of the sea-

Sometimes
two miles down

son's wild strawberries.
I

falls

was

"He was

tree, w^asn't

hausted

it.

it

daylight.

it

while I dried, but we both jumped,
so unexpected v^as his entrance. He
started immediately to speak to her
They always
in rapid S"wedish.
spoke in S^vedish to each other and,
although I did not know the language myself, I had heard it so
much I rather sensed what they

day aren't doing well."
turned and went into the next

would walk

the

the valley and float the lazy
afternoon away in the cool waters
Sometimes I would
of a stream.
explore the Avoods on the v^'atch for
a bear, or clamber up and down
the piles of boney near the mine,
pretending to be an Indian scout.
Each day I grew^ browner in the sun.
One afternoon I ran all the way
up the brown dirt street, my wet
bathing suit wrapped in a towel and
to

The Laurel Tree
tucked unJer

my

arm.

It

was

late,

knew. I Kad probably already
missed supper. Before I even reached
the gate, I heard it: the persistent
buzz-buzz of a saw. I raced down
the walk toward the back of the
I

house. There, near the fence, was
grandfather, sawing at the trunk
of the laurel tree. I was horrified,
too horrified to speak.
He stood there, his small body
sughtly stooped, his short arms moving slowly, rhythmically back and

my

forth.

He

wore
and even from
still

his

mining

that distance
I could see the soot on his face, the
set nne of his thin mouth.
He
neither looked up nor spoke, but
clothes,

worked with a determined concen-

The long

rays of the sinking
sun ghnted silver on the saw, and
tration.

the

shadow

of

the

tree

stretched

dark and lean across the potatoes
toward the place where I stood.
Then I heard her. My grand-

mother was on the top step of the
back porch, her rough red hand
clutching her apron to her face. One
lock of her rich dark hair straggled
across her forehead and there were
tears on her cheeks.
Her breath
came in short little gasps which she

tried
I

to

flew

I
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control when she saw me.
the steps to sit beside her.

up

suddenly

helpless.
for her.

I
I

and
do something
reached out and touched
felt

insignificant

wanted

to

her shoulder. Then I buried my face
against the harsh material of her
dress. I was so close I could see
the shiny worn places. I had never
see her cry before.
"Please don't cry. Grandma,
I
begged. "Please. He'll stop if you
ask him, won't he?
But even as
I spoke, the trunk of the laurel tree
started to creak and slo-wly veer
to the ground.
She put her arm around me and
drew a deep breath with considerable effort. She shuddered a little.
"You are so young
she began.
I drew back with a sudden toss of
my head.
"Oh, don't be sad," I said. "We'll
bigger
get another laurel tree.
one!"
She shook her head.
"You are so young, a child meant
"

"

"

.

.

.

A

to

laugh and to have fun. One day
will understand, min alshling."
And one day I did. I believe it

you

was

that day.

^Q:::^^

CHRIST
John

of St.

of the Cross

• Jean Marie Kann
In darkness ocean deep
bitter and black with pain

He drowns
transfixed and torn
the raw wounds salted sharp

with

He

sin.

is

free

gone down

and

.

.

.

evil w^ills

hurl dow^n Divinity:
His majesty and pow^er
are swallowed up
in

The

LOVE.

Frilillary
• Richard

Meadaw

A. George

The

thrusting swiftness of the rapier leaf
these blooms an emblem's accolade;
Goes deeper than the roots beneath the grief
Apollo bore, amid that bursting glade.

Had dubbed

The chequered

dice-box and the chessboard s face
Are mingled here upon the mottled stem
As if old strangeness wove this speckled grace.
Had moved wild pawns, through patterned veins of them.

Down

drooping purple

falls

the open bell,

Vague bees still plunder gilt as old as time.
The dry-seed rattle stirs the writhing spell

And

breaks the petals folding round this rhyme.

These snake-heads dance in spiteful squares of fate.
They nod their painted buds and ^vink and ride
Beyond the w^ater meadows' rare estate
And leave my wound, within the ribbed side.
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